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Disclaimer
The author is an asset management firm focused on long and short equity investing.

The author currently has a short position in Porch Group, Inc. (“PRCH”) common stock. 

The author will profit if the trading price of PRCH common stock declines and will lose money if the trading price of common stock of PRCH increases.

The author may change its views about or its investment positions in PRCH at any time, for any reason or no reason. The author may buy, sell, cover or otherwise 

change the form or substance of its PRCH investment. The author disclaims any obligation to notify the market of any such changes.

The information and opinions expressed in this presentation (the “Presentation”) are based on publicly available information about PRCH. The author recognizes 

that there may be non-public information in the possession of PRCH or others that could lead PRCH or others to disagree with the author’s analyses, conclusions 

and opinions.

The Presentation includes forward-looking statements, estimates, projections and opinions prepared with respect to, among other things, certain legal and 

regulatory issues that PRCH faces and the potential impact of those issues on its future business, financial condition and results of operations, as well as, more 

generally, PRCH’s anticipated operating performance, access to capital markets, market conditions, assets and liabilities. Such statements, estimates, projections and 

opinions may prove to be substantially inaccurate and are inherently subject to significant risks and uncertainties beyond the author’s control.

Although the author believes the Presentation is substantially accurate in all material respects and does not omit to state material facts necessary to make the 

statements therein not misleading, the author makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the Presentation or 

any other written or oral communication it makes with respect to PRCH, and the author expressly disclaims any liability relating to the Presentation or such 

communications (or any inaccuracies or omissions therein). Thus, shareholders and others should conduct their own independent investigation and analysis of the 

Presentation and of PRCH and other companies mentioned.

The Presentation is not investment advice or a recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell any securities. Except where otherwise indicated, the Presentation 

speaks as of 2/1/2022, and the author undertakes no obligation to correct, update or revise the Presentation or to otherwise provide any additional materials. The 

author also undertakes no commitment to take or refrain from taking any action with respect to PRCH or any other company.

As used herein, except to the extent the context otherwise requires, the author includes its affiliates and its and their respective partners, directors, officers and 

employees.



Problems at PRCH: Executive Summary

➢ PRCH exemplifies the SPAC bubble. It is a disjointed rollup that has been around for 10 years in search of a sustainable model, struggled to raise money in the private markets in a

frothy VC environment, and had a going concern warning before the SPAC merger. Today, Porch is being valued at ~4x the 2020 Series C round, which was a meaningful down

round.

➢ PRCH claims to be a “Vertical Software and InsureTech” company with 90% recurring revenue. The real business mix appears significantly lower quality.

➢ Investors may not realize that ~20% of revenue is recognized on a gross/pass-through basis. This low/negative gross margin business appears to be driving an outsized

portion of PRCH’s reported revenue growth.

➢ Segment margins, contribution margins, and unit economics are inflated as PRCH allocates significant Selling & Marketing and Product & Tech costs in “Corporate.”

➢ PRCH’s core “concierge” team (60% of total company headcount) is an outsourced call center in Mexico staffed with independent contractors. This is an area of high

regulatory/compliance risk. We believe PRCH’s leads are “cold” and thus PRCH is forced to outsource its core concierge team to independent contractors in Mexico in an attempt

to make the economics work; but even despite this outsourcing, PRCH is unprofitable.

➢ PRCH claims to have built “integrations” with service providers; primary research shows many of these integrations do not exist.

➢ PRCH’s entrance into insurance is concerning. We are about to find out what happens when a company with a long history of aggressive and potentially unethical behavior

attempts to turbocharge revenue growth by underwriting insurance in markets they have no experience in.

➢ PRCH’s claims of a data advantage in insurance underwriting appear misleading. Primary research indicates PRCH does not have the “data” or technology they claim they

have.

➢ PRCH’s claims of “zero CAC” are not credible. What Porch really seems to have is a low “cost of acquiring consumer phone numbers and email addresses.” Porch walks a

regulatory tightrope in how they obtain and use customer phone numbers and email addresses.

➢ PRCH’s claims of “no competition” appear misleading. PRCH is an imitator of many companies with the same “moving concierge” business model. Multiple

competitors appear better positioned than PRCH.

➢ Recent employee reviews tell the story and are shockingly consistent - highlighting alleged unethical practices, cold leads, constant pivoting and pumping up new

dreams for investors, revolving door in key finance/legal roles. CEO Matt Ehrlichman has run the same playbook for 15 years – acquire low quality assets, invest little in

integration and product development, keep expanding the TAM/investor pitch.

PRCH is a rollup with aggressive accounting, a questionable business model, and a CEO who is potentially misleading investors

We believe PRCH is worth between $0 and $5.80 per share



Background



Business Overview
PRCH’s goal is to simplify the moving process for consumers and monetize homebuyers in as many ways as

possible. PRCH’s core business is a B2B2C model where PRCH provides free/discounted back-office software to

small businesses (mostly home inspectors), who in return provide PRCH with “access” to their customers

(homebuyers). PRCH calls and emails homebuyers multiple times during their moving journey, attempting to sell

insurance, moving services, home security, home repair services, etc. Porch monetizes these transactions in different

ways and is now attempting to vertically integrate into insurance.

Source: PRCH slides are from PRCH November 2021 investor presentation 



History
Porch has been around for 10 years in search of a sustainable model, struggled to raise money in the private markets

in a frothy VC environment, and had a going concern warning before the SPAC merger.

Sources: Regulatory filings, Pitchbook, Geekwire

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Dec 2011: Porch 
founded by Scott 
Austin (former 
ACTV). Matt joins 
Porch in 2012

2007-2012: Matt Ehrlichman 
serves as Chief Strategy 
Officer, The Active Network 
(ACTV), a “software” rollup

Sep 2014: Lowe’s 
invests $28m in 
PRCH’s Series A 
round @ $80m post-$ 
valuation

Jan 2015: PRCH raises 
$65m in Series B round 
@ $500m post-$ 
valuation. Investors 
include LOW, Valor, 
Founders Fund, Battery 
Ventures, Panorama 
Point Partners

Jan 2020: $21m 
Series C @ $346m 
post-$ valuation, a 
30% discount to 
Series B valuation). 
Investors include
Moderne Ventures

Dec 2020: 
$325m 
raised in 
PTAC SPAC

Sep 2021: 
$425m 
Convertible 
Debt offering 
($25 strike)

Oct 2015: PRCH lays off 50% 
of employees. Many key 
executives leave (here)

Jan 2014: Matt goes on CNBC.
He says PRCH has unique data 
that tells them which specific 
homes professionals have 
worked on

Jan 2019: LOW 
sells their entire 
PRCH stake back 
to Matt for $4m

Jan 2015: Matt 
goes on CNBC
talking about their 
“massive” data on 
contactors

July 2020: 
PTAC SPAC 
deal 
announced

2020: Several 
PRCH loans are 
in technical 
default (S-4, 
Oct 2020)

Dec 2019: “The report 
from our independent 
registered public 
accounting firm for the 
year ended December 31, 
2019 includes an 
explanatory paragraph 
stating that our recurring 
losses from operations 
and working capital 
deficiency raise 
substantial doubt about 
our ability to continue as 
a going concern.” – PRCH 
S-4 (Oct 2020)

Dec 2014: Matt 
goes on Mad 
Money, making 
similar claims 
about PRCH’s 
unique data 

Dec 2014: Matt is 
named USA 
Today’s 
Entrepreneur of 
the Year

https://www.geekwire.com/2016/cutting-500-person-workforce-half-porch-focuses-profitability-revenue-growth/#:~:text=After%20the%20layoffs%2C%20Porch%20employed%20about%20400%20people.&text=Earlier%20this%20month%2C%20Porch%20cut,from%20a%20project%20management%20role.
https://www.cnbc.com/2014/01/13/lowes-forms-partnership-with-home-professional-site-porch.html
https://www.cnbc.com/video/2015/01/20/porch-secures-65-million-in-series-b-funding.html
https://ir.porchgroup.com/sec-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0001213900-20-031159/0001213900-20-031159.pdf
https://ir.porchgroup.com/sec-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0001213900-20-031159/0001213900-20-031159.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3tacEI_Va0A
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2014/12/11/porchcom-usa-today-entrepreneur-of-the-year/20203863/


Management / Bull Case

➢ Porch has unique access to millions of  homebuyers at the right time in their moving journey (at the time of  

home inspection). Moving is a complex process and there is opportunity for someone like Porch to 

consolidate the process. 

➢ The TAM is large (>$320 Bn) as homebuyers buy many services – insurance, contractor/repair services, home 

warranties, moving services, security systems, TV/internet, utilities. 

➢ Porch has 2 huge advantages in insurance which they are leveraging to build a best-in-class “InsureTech”: 

• 1) Zero CAC 

• 2) Valuable/unique data (home inspection data)

➢ “In Matt we trust.” CEO Matt Ehrlichman is a visionary and also a strong executer who has beaten revenue 

guidance 5/5 times since coming public.

➢ The stock is cheap, trading at only 4x 2022E Revenue.

Bulls believe PRCH is a high-quality business operating in a large TAM



Problems at Porch Group (PRCH)

Part 1



Misleading Characterization of  the Business

Matt Ehlrichman, 3Q ‘21 Earnings Call (Nov 2021)

“Approximately, 90% of our revenue is expected from our
recurring and reoccurring revenue streams from our vertical
software platform and insurance with only, approximately,
10% of revenues from nonrecurring post move transactional
revenue.”

PRCH management, and 10/10 sellside analysts covering the stock who all rate it a BUY, describes PRCH as a “vertical software and

insuretech” company with high quality recurring revenue. PRCH reports results in 2 segments: 1) Vertical Software and 2) Insurance (or

“InsureTech” as they refer to it on earnings calls). We believe this framing of the business is highly misleading. Below is a more detailed

breakdown of how PRCH makes money. The business is opaque (we believe by design) but we can break down the revenue from filings

and releases.

Management’s claims Reality

Sources: PRCH filings and management commentary
(1) HOA did $10m in quarterly revenue and CSE will add $6.25m in quarterly revenue (PRCH management). We can also back into this
approximately, using GWP disclosure and the commissions %s that management talks about 
(2) Managed Services revenue is disclosed in 10Qs/10K
(3) $16m Software & Subscription revenue (10Q) minus $5m V12 revenue (M&A call) plus $2.5m Floify revenue (M&A call). ISN charges $3-6 
per inspection X ~28% market share X 5.5m total home inspections per year X ~50% of ISN customers pay with SaaS fees   
(4) $20m Insurance segment revenue (10Q) minus $1m warranty revenue (M&A call) minus ~$10m HOA revenue (M&A call). We can also 
back into this approximately, using GWP and the commissions %s that management talks about 

PRCH Revenue mix, pro-forma for announced M&A (3Q'21)

Revenue Source

Q3 Revenue 

($ m)

% of  

Total Description

Traditional insurance (1) 16                    23%

Traditional homeowners insurance companies that PRCH 

acquired for ~2x revenue (HOA and CSE). Attempting to 

grow in new states

Handyman and moving 

services (2)

14                    20%
Low/negative gross margin business ("Managed Services") 

where PRCH is recognizing gross pass through revenue

"Software and 

Subscription" (3)

13                    18%

Mix of assets of various quality with limited disclosure. ISN, 

PRCH's crown jewel, does <$10m in annual revenue (our 

estimate). Floify does $10m in annual revenue

Insurance brokerage (4) 9                      13%
Insurance broker. Primary research indicates these are high 

touch, low conversion leads (strucutrally low margin)

Consumer marketing 5                      7%

V12. PRCH paid 1.0x Revenue in January 2021. V12 CEO 

was supposed to stay on and run this but left a few months 

later, leaving his $6m earnout on the table

Other (mostly lead gen) 13                    19%

Lead gen for home professional (plumbers, roofers, 

electricians) and home security companies. Also a small home 

warranty business

Revenue (pro-forma) 72                    100%



A Disjointed Rollup of  Low-quality Assets

Matt Ehlrichman
Sept 2021 M&A call

“We organized our 
company in a 
decentralized operating 
model that doesn't 
require deep integration 
of acquisitions. We 
integrate only by layering 
transactional 
monetization on the 
software companies and 
our data platform as well 
as the key reporting 
functions such as finance, 
of course.”

Matt Ehlrichman
Jan 2021 M&A call

“There isn’t that much 
integration to do, though, 
candidly.”  [referring to 
Homeowners of America–
PRCH’s largest acquisition 
ever and their first foray 
into traditional insurance]

Source: PRCH filings, press releases, news articles, conversations with industry contacts

PRCH has done ~20 acquisitions since 2017 and management has a stated strategy to run the business in a decentralized way with limited M&A

integration. Below we show PRCH’s acquisitions since 2017. PRCH has had a material weakness in financial controls since October 2020 (still

unresolved), yet since then PRCH has acquired another 10 companies for ~$350 million, adding >100% to its revenue base. We find the majority of

PRCH’s acquisitions to be low quality businesses. PRCH does not disclose organic growth rates.

Company Name

Close 

Date

Purchase 

Price ($ m) Revenue

EV / 

Revenue PRCH Segment Description Details

CSE Insurance Q3 2022 49$                    25$              1.9x Insurance CA Property + Auto insurer
Traditional insurance business, >80% in CA. Purchased from Covea, a French insurance company. Appears 

to be shrinking and requiring capital from the parent

Floify 10/27/21 87$                    10$              8.7x  Vertical Software Mortgage software
Businss process software. PRCH paying $77m in cash + $10m in stock with a guarantee that PRCH stock 

will double by the end of 2024 (to ~$36). Competitive space

American Home Protect 9/9/2021 46$                    12$              3.8x Insurance Home warranty Home warranty company alleged to be a scam; negative EBITDA in 2021

Rynoh May '21 35$                    8$                4.4x  Vertical Software Title insurance software Audit / fraud software. Appears to have limited adoption. 18 employees on LinkedIn

Homeowners of America 4/6/21 100$                  40$              2.5x Insurance TX insurance company
Traditional insurance business mostly in TX. PRCH to accelerate revenue growth by expanding in new states 

where they have no underwriting experience 

Small Home Inspection Company Jan-21 1$                      na na ? Home inspector  

V12 1/12/21 22$                    20$              1.1x  Vertical Software Marketing platform

Paid 1.0x revenue for something PRCH claims has a huge runway of growth. On the M&A call, Matt put a 

lot of focus on V12 CEO (Andy Frawley) who was introduced to investors as the man who would run this 

data business. Andy and Matt both spoke about the amazing opportunity. A few months later, Andy left 

PRCH and walked away from his $6m earnout 

iRoofing 12/31/21 <$3m na na  Vertical Software Roofing software Adoption is extremely low, per industry contacts

Palm Tech 10/20/21 <$3m na na  Vertical Software Inspection report software Largely obsolete software for inspection reports, per industry contacts. 

Americas Call Center 12/28/20 na na na  Vertical Software Call center Call center for home inspectors

Kandela 2019 12$                    na na  Vertical Software Utility connection call center
Founders sued PRCH for misrepresenting the synergies (ie the quality of PRCH's leads) as framed at the time 

of deal and in their earnout

Hire A Helper 2019 11$                    na na  Vertical Software Moving services Decent little business. Uhaul sued the founder for stealing their IP

Serviz 2018 na na na  Vertical Software Home services PRCH divested in 2Q 2020 for $5m to Frontdoor 

ISN (Inspection Support Network) 2017 na 5$                na  Vertical Software Home inspection software
Porch's "crown jewel" which they use to get access to customer contact information. Back office software 

(scheduling, email management, CRM, etc). We estimate ~$5m in revenue

Home Owners Network 2017 na na na  Vertical Software Home services business

Done.com 2017 12$                    na na  Vertical Software Home services startup

Robin Lawncare 2017 na na na  Vertical Software Robotic lawn services
Porch acquired the "on-demand lawn service" piece of the business (likely worth $0), Robin kept the core 

business/IP

GoSmith.com 2017 na na na  Vertical Software 
Home improvement 

marketplace

Porch used GoSmith to conduct questionable activity such as lead scraping and robocalling. GoSmith is 

involved in multiple TCPA (Telephone Consumer Protection Act) lawsuits 

Bolster 2017 na na na  Vertical Software Home project estimator Divested in 2019 



Acquiring Low Quality, Alleged Scam Businesses

Porch Management, Sept 2021 American Home Protect M&A Call
“American Home Protect is a skilled provider with an experienced team of marketing, sales and claims handling professionals. With a nationwide presence in 45 states, AHP will be able to plug in 
the demand stream of Porch for early access customers.”

American Home Protect (“AHP”) is one of PRCH’s largest acquisitions to date - closed on 9/9/21. Multiple banks and 3rd party

review sites warn consumers that AHP is a scam. There are >300 Better Business Bureau reviews complaining about AHP.



Perpetuating Low Quality, Alleged Scam Businesses
PRCH closed the AHP acquisition on 9/9/21. In almost 5 months under PRCH’s ownership, there are 80 consumer reviews of the

business on BBB; 99% of these reviews (79 out 80) rate AHP 1 star out of 5 (there is no option for 0 stars) and complain about the

company’s practices.

Source: Better Busines Bureau (2/1/22)



Material Weakness in Financial Controls

PRCH S-4 (October 2020)
In connection with the preparation and audit of our consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2019, a material weakness was were
[sic] identified in our internal control over financial reporting. A material weakness is a deficiency, or combination of deficiencies, in internal control over
financial reporting such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement of its annual or interim consolidated financial statements will not
be prevented or detected on a timely basis. The material weaknesses is as follows: we do not have sufficient, qualified personnel to prepare and review
complex technical accounting issues and effectively design and implement systems and processes that allow for the timely production of accurate
financial information in accordance with internal financial reporting timelines to support the current size and complexity (e.g., acquisitions, divestitures and
financings) of the Company.

Porch disclosed a material weakness in internal controls in their S-4 in October 2020. To date, this weakness has not

been addressed. Since the weakness was disclosed, Porch has acquired 10 companies for ~$350 million, adding

>100% to its revenue base. Many of these acquisitions are in new and complex verticals such as insurance and

home warranties. Porch does not disclose organic growth rates.

PRCH 10Q (November 2021)
Under the supervision and with the participation of our management, including our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, we evaluated the
effectiveness of our disclosure controls and procedures (as that term is defined in Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended (the “Exchange Act”)) as of September 30, 2021, which is the end of the period covered by this Quarterly Report. Based on this evaluation, our Chief
Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer concluded that the Company’s disclosure controls and procedures…were not effective as of September 30, 2021
due to the material weaknesses in internal control over financial reporting described in Part II, Item 9A of the Annual Report on Form 10-K/A for the fiscal
year ended December 31, 2020 filed with the SEC on May 19, 2021.

Readers of 
PRCH’s filings 
may notice 
multiple typos. 
This one, while 
describing the 
material 
weakness in 
controls, is 
ironic

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001784535/000121390020031159/fs42020_proptechacq.htm
https://ir.porchgroup.com/sec-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0001558370-21-016018/0001558370-21-016018.pdf


Inflating Revenue and Growth Rates with Pass-through Recognition

23% of  Porch’s revenue is a low / potentially negative gross margin business that recognizes gross pass-thru sales 

as revenue. This business grew 546% yoy in Q3, driving a substantial portion of  PRCH’s revenue growth. 

Porch markets itself as a “Vertical Software and InsureTech” company, and analysts value the company on revenue. However, 23% of total revenue in Q3

came from a business called “Managed Services” where Porch recognizes the gross project value as revenue. A few of PRCH’s businesses recognize

revenue this way: 1) “Porch Services” where Porch guarantees the work to the homeowner and then attempts to source a contractor/service professional,

and 2) certain moving services where PRCH books the full value of the move as revenue.

PRCH 3Q ‘21 10Q
Managed services revenue includes fees earned from providing a 
variety of services directly to the homeowner, including handyman and 
moving services. The Company generally invoices for managed services 
projects on a fixed fee or time and materials basis. The transaction price 
represents the contractually agreed upon price with the end customer 
for providing the respective service. Revenue is recognized as services 
are performed based on an output measure of progress, which is 
generally over a short duration (e.g., same day). Fees earned for 
providing managed services projects are non-refundable and there is 
generally no right of return.

The Company acts as the principal in managed services revenue as it is 
primarily responsible to the end customer for providing the service, has 
a level of discretion in establishing pricing, and controls the service prior 
to providing it to the end customer. This control is evidenced by the 
ability to identify, select, and direct the service provider that provides 
the ultimate service to end customers.

PRCH 2021 10K
Cost of revenue primarily consist of professional fees and materials 
under the Managed Services model and credit card processing fees, 
including merchant fees.

Managed Services revenue grew 546% yoy in Q3 ’21!

FY18 FY19 1Q20 2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 FY20 1Q21 2Q21 3Q21

Dec-18 Dec-19 Mar-20 Jun-20 Sep-20 Dec-20 Dec-20 Mar-21 Jun-21 Sep-21

Porch Revenue breakdown - 10Qs and 10Ks

Core Services revenue 34$        49$        9$         12$        17$        15$        53$        11$        29$        33$        

Managed Services revenue 14          22          4           4           2           2           12          5            10          14          

Software and Subscription revenue 6            6            2           2           2           2           8            11          13          16          

Revenue 54          78          15         17         22         19         72          27          51          63          

yoy growth (including M&A) 43% (7%) 77% 200% 192%

% of Total Revenue

Core Services revenue 64% 64% 61% 68% 80% 80% 73% 41% 56% 53%

Managed Services revenue 26% 28% 27% 22% 9% 10% 16% 17% 19% 23%

Software and Subscription revenue 10% 8% 12% 10% 11% 10% 11% 41% 25% 25%

Managed Services - a closer look

Managed Services Revenue 14$        22$        4$         4$         2$         2$         12$        5$          10$        14$        

Total COGS (excl Insurance) 15          22          4           4           5           4           18          6            15          14          

https://ir.porchgroup.com/sec-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0001558370-21-016018/0001558370-21-016018.pdf
https://ir.porchgroup.com/sec-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0001558370-21-003776/0001558370-21-003776.pdf


Inflating Segment Margins and Unit Economics by Allocating Significant Opex

to “Corporate”

Porch 3Q 2021 10Q
Currently, we do not allocate any shared expenses to our reportable segments. We
include these expenses in Corporate and Other. Corporate and Other includes shared
expenses such as sales and marketing, certain product and technology, accounting,
human resources, legal and general and administrative, and other income, expenses,
gains and losses that are not allocated in assessing segment performance due to their
function. Such transactions are excluded from the reportable segments results but
included in reported consolidated results.

While Porch does not make money on a GAAP basis, management points to strong segment level margins.

However, the 10Q shows a “Corporate” segment which includes Sales & Marketing and certain Product &

Technology Costs. We view this as an aggressive allocation of “Corporate” expenses.

3Q 2021 (Sept '21)- Segment Disclosure

% Margin

Vertical Software 42          

Insurance 20          

Revenue 63          

Vertical Software 18          42%

Insurance 11          54%

Corporate (1)           

Contribution Margin 28          45% <-- this is a non-GAAP metric that is 

highly discretionary

Vertical Software 5            11%

Insurance 4            20%

Corporate (21)         (34%)  <-- $80m of annualized corporate???

EBIT (12)        (20%)

Management’s Margin Metrics (here) Reality

https://ir.porchgroup.com/sec-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0001558370-21-016018/0001558370-21-016018.pdf
https://d1io3yog0oux5.cloudfront.net/_e81137ef0c25e9df2424af150050bf8d/porchgroup/db/1086/9770/pdf/Porch+Presentation+-+November+2021.pdf


Inflated Historical Growth Rates pre-SPAC?
On a reported basis, PRCH’s 2020 revenue declined -6% versus 2019. Yet PRCH showed +49% revenue growth in the SPAC deck for 2020. They

calculate this by adjusting up 2020 revenue (+16%) due to a Covid assumption and adjusting down 2019 revenue (-27%) due to “divestitures.”

FY18 FY19 FY20

Dec-18 Dec-19 Dec-20

Income Statement

Revenue (reported) 54              78              73              

yoy growth (incl. M&A) 43% (6%)

Adjusted Revenue (SPAC deck) 36              57              85              

yoy growth (incl. M&A) 58% 49%

Revenue Adjustment (18)             (21)             12               

% of reported revenue (34%) (27%) 16%

Cash Flow Statement

Cash Flows from Operations (31)             (29)             (49)             

Capex (1)               (0)               (0)               

Capitalized software (4)               (4)               (3)               

Acquisitions (3)               (1)               (8)               

Divestitures -                 (1)               -                 

Other -                 1                 0                 

Cash Flows from Investing (8)               (5)               (11)             

Cash Flows from Financing 36              34              260            

Porch SPAC Presentation (here) Reality

PRCH claims to have 
divested material 

revenue in 2018-2019, 
to show higher 2020 
“adjusted” revenue 
growth. Disclosure 

around these material 
divestitures is limited, 
and there was no cash 

inflow on the CFS. 

There is limited disclosure around these divestitures that supposedly accounted for ~1/3 of PRCH’s historical revenue

• The cash flow statement shows only $750,000 in divestiture proceeds for 2018, 2019, and 2020 combined (source: PRCH 10K)

• The S-1 notes 2 divestitures in 2019

• The 10K notes that one of the divested businesses was sold to a related party

• The SEC had a concern with Porch’s attempted framing of these “divestitures” in adjusted metrics in the S-4 (here)

We wonder if  PRCH included shuttered / failed businesses in its historical revenue adjustment for “divestitures.” For example, it appears PRCH shut down 

its subsidiary GoSmith in 2020 – a lead service being sued for selling fake leads and robocalling customers (here). 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1784535/000121390020019507/ea0124674ex99-2_proptechacq.htm
https://ir.porchgroup.com/sec-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0001558370-21-007549/0001558370-21-007549.pdf
https://ir.porchgroup.com/sec-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0001213900-21-004674/0001213900-21-004674.pdf
https://ir.porchgroup.com/sec-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0001558370-21-003776/0001558370-21-003776.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001784535/000121390020037495/filename1.htm
https://www.seattletimes.com/business/real-estate/seattle-based-digital-real-estate-firms-porch-com-redfin-are-each-hit-with-lawsuits/


Unprofitable, Despite Outsourcing the Core “Concierge” Team (~60% of  Total 

Company Headcount) to Independent Contractors in Mexico

PRCH’s core “concierge” team is outsourced to independent contractors in Mexico. We believe PRCH is a high touch, low

conversion business. In order to try to make the economics work, PRCH has to outsource their core consumer concierge

team (the lifeblood of the business) to offshore independent contractors. PRCH loses money despite this outsourcing, and

we doubt the economics can ever work. As of January 2021, Porch had 598 offshore independent contractors (mostly in

Mexico) compared to only 350 full time employees (mostly in the US).

Matt Ehlrichman, September 2020, Deutsche Bank Conference
“So our moving concierge team, we have a very large staff, full-time staff in Mexico”

PRCH S-1 (January 2021)
We have personnel that we classify as independent contractors for U.S. federal, state and international employment law purposes in certain positions in our business. We are not in a
position to directly provide the same direction, motivation and oversight to our independent contractors as we would if such personnel were our own employees. As a result, our
independent contractors may not comply with applicable law or our policies and procedures, including, but not limited to, our information security policies, or reflect our culture or
values. Violations by our independent contractors of applicable law or of our policies and procedures in dealing with home services companies, consumers, service providers or other
third parties or failure to meet our standards or reflect our culture could adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operations. In addition, it is possible that a court
could hold us civilly or criminally accountable based on vicarious liability because of the actions of our independent contractors. Furthermore, although we do enter into confidentiality
and invention assignment agreements with each of our independent directors, our independent contractors are not subject to employment agreements with us and our ability to retain
such personnel or enforce non-competes or other restrictions against them may be limited…

As of January 2021, we have approximately 581, 10 and 7 individual independent contractors located in Mexico, Costa Rica and India, respectively. As a result, we are subject to
certain additional risks related to independent contractors in foreign jurisdictions, including risks related to misclassification of such independent directors under local law, compliance
with other applicable local labor laws, resistance of commercial partners to off-shoring of customer service functions and related consumer data, fluctuations in foreign currencies,
changes in the economic strength of Mexico, Costa Rica and India, difficulties in enforcing contractual obligations and intellectual property rights, economic sanctions and social,
political and economic instability. The remote work by independent contractors and the use of their own equipment makes compliance with and enforcement of our information security
policies and procedures more difficult. We must also comply with applicable anti-corruption and anti-bribery laws such as the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and local laws
prohibiting corrupt payments to government officials, which may present significant challenges in the jurisdictions in which we operate. We cannot guarantee compliance with all
applicable laws, and violations could result in substantial fines, sanctions, civil or criminal penalties, competitive or reputational harm, litigation or regulatory action and other
consequences that might adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operations.

https://ir.porchgroup.com/sec-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0001213900-21-004674/0001213900-21-004674.pdf


A Regulatory / Compliance Ticking Time Bomb?

We believe that Porch's outsourcing of core concierge services to independent contractors in Mexico who

are using their own equipment carries significant potential regulatory, compliance, and data security risks.

Porch sells complex financial products to US consumers and claims that part of their secret sauce is their

access to customer data. According to recent employees, Matt Ehlrichman has a history of aggressive and

unethical behavior.

New Home Sales Consultant Manager (current employee), 4/14/20, Glassdoor.com
“Sensitive customer information such as social security numbers being taken over the phone by agents in Mexico 
working out of their homes with no way of securing sensitive information.”

PRCH S-1 (January 2021)
“We are not in a position to directly provide the same direction, motivation and oversight to our independent contractors as we
would if such personnel were our own employees. As a result, our independent contractors may not comply with applicable law or
our policies and procedures, including, but not limited to, our information security policies, or reflect our culture or values.

The remote work by independent contractors and the use of their own equipment makes compliance with and enforcement of our
information security policies and procedures more difficult.”

https://ir.porchgroup.com/sec-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0001213900-21-004674/0001213900-21-004674.pdf


Operating in a Changing Mexican Legal Environment
In April 2021, Mexico passed legislation that limits companies’ ability to use independent contractors. In SEC filings, PRCH has called

out this law in Mexico specifically as a risk to its business. As of January 2021, PRCH had 581 independent contactors in Mexico (~60%

of total company headcount).

PRCH 10KA filed May 19, 2021
The Mexican Congress of the Union has recently considered a bill which would
impose additional restrictions on independent contracting practices, which could
make it more expensive or difficult to retain the services of independent
contractors in Mexico.

PRCH Prospectus filed July 13, 2021
The Mexican Congress of the Union has recently considered a bill which would
impose additional restrictions on independent contracting practices, which could
make it more expensive or difficult to retain the services of independent
contractors in Mexico.

We think investors and regulators deserve more information about how 
PRCH’s Mexican outsourcing is structured, and how the legal 
environment in Mexico impacts the business. We are not sure why PRCH 
continued to highlight the Mexican bill as something being “considered” 
even after it was passed. 

https://ir.porchgroup.com/sec-filings/annual-reports/content/0001558370-21-007549/0001558370-21-007549.pdf
https://ir.porchgroup.com/sec-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0001104659-21-091673/0001104659-21-091673.pdf


Low Quality “Leads”?
We believe PRCH is a high touch, low conversion business. PRCH provides free/discounted back-office software to home inspectors,

who in turn provide PRCH with “access” to homebuyers. PRCH then calls and emails homebuyers repeatedly from a call center in

Mexico. PRCH claims these are warm leads, but the home inspector channel is an unnatural source for leads to sell insurance, home

warranties, and other services. As a home inspector himself says…the logical channel for these referrals is the real estate agent who is

the trusted partner to the homebuyer. In fact, a number of competitors are partnered with real estate agents (more on this later).

Source: Nachi home inspector forums

Home inspectors complain 

about PRCH harassing their 

customers (on forums like this, 

this, this and in our industry 

conversations). Inspectors also 

complain that PRCH 

automatically opts them into 

sharing their customer data.

https://forum.nachi.org/t/porch-using-my-client-info-even-though-they-have-been-directed-not-to/122182/53
https://forum.nachi.org/t/porch-using-my-client-info-even-though-they-have-been-directed-not-to/122182/62
https://forum.nachi.org/t/porch-formerly-isn-is-going-too-far/120528
https://forum.nachi.org/t/letter-to-all-inspectors-from-porch-coms-ceo/122337/11


“Warm Leads” Look More Like Spam
We believe PRCH is a high touch, low conversion business. Below is what PRCH’s “concierge” emails look like. PRCH has no consumer brand and these emails

are likely ignored / deleted. The time of home inspection is likely not the ideal time for a consumer to set up their utilities or buy insurance. Our research indicates

that, as a result, PRCH has to contact the consumer repeatedly over multiple months from a Mexican call center to try to get a sale.



Questionable Consumer “Call Rights”

Matt Ehlrichman Sept 2021 SPAC call 
“Sometimes people asked me questions about data rights and access to the consumer. One
important thing to note is that when consumers are going and signing up for their inspection or
downloading an inspection report, they're doing all of that through our software today. So when
an inspection company, as an example, starts to pay with customer access, we get all of the
rights that we need from the consumer directly.

We get all TCPA rights that we need. We got all the terms with that consumer directly, so that
we can be able to send that e-mail saying, here's your moving dashboard that you can self-serve.
So, we can give them a call and introduce ourselves and talk to them about their inspection and
how it went and answer any questions about it before then charting out everything that's going
to happen over the six to eight weeks of their move.

And so that's the key thing we have to keep an eye on in terms of making sure we have all the
appropriate rights for that consumer. “

Porch’s business relies on their ability to get consumer email + phone numbers from home inspectors and other businesses so Porch’s Mexican call center

can contact the customer. We believe PRCH walks a regulatory tightrope in how they acquire and use customer information. Per our conversations with

inspectors, customers are auto “opted-in” to share their data with PRCH (apparently unwittingly) and all customers apparently get the email below from

Porch (as well as multiple follow up calls). Porch has a history of aggressively harassing / robo-calling customers (14 TCPA lawsuits against the company).

Matt Ehlrichman March 2021 Investor Call 
“We get all the TCPA rights directly from the consumer, but we still let the consumer opt out if
they don't want us to follow up with them. And about 1% to 2% of the consumers will opt out,
and then we give the consumer a ring”



Customers Tell The Story…To The FTC
We believe PRCH is a high touch, low conversion business that walks a regulatory tightrope in how they acquire and use customer

information. FOIA requests reveal a number of recent customer complaints against Porch for harassment and misuse of customer

information. These customers were frustrated enough with PRCH to go through the trouble of filing a formal complaint with the FTC.

We have ask them not to call, we are not interested in being on their list, we are a 
commercial company not residential, they said it would take 10 days to get us off the list. 
they call everyday, 4-5 a day, even after the 10 days (2021)

Porch.com shared my personal contact information with contractors without notifying
me. I was exploring services offered by them, but immediately realized that they sent my
email and phone to many contractors in the area. I immediately got over 15 calls in
matter of mins, 10+ texts and numerous emails. This violates my privacy and breaches
terms of contract. I want them to immediately delete all my information from their
system. Also stop all calls, emails and texts from contractors/businesses they shared
information with. (2020)

Sources: FTC FOIA request

4th call from porch.com today.. I keep telling them not to call me. This is a scam business
that is passing my number around to anyone who says they are a contractor. I am
scared!! (2020)

I called LOCAL contractors looking for home repair and received multiple calls from 
people i did not call.  Modernize in TX and this one in Seattle WA [Porch.com]. They told 
me they somehow got my number but refused to tell me from where. Now, I’m getting 
calls from all over the state asking about needing a handyman and have my address.  
Anyone could pay these companies for this info!!  I feel unsafe!  I don’t know what to do 
(2020)

[   ] called me to congratulate me on my home purchase.  He said he was working with [   
] asked him to contact me.  He said that he was to help me with all aspects of my new 
home purchase.  The issue is that I work for Kari Haas and I didn’t buy a home.  Kari is 
very upset that Porch is calling people and lying to them about their relationship with her 
and others. (2021)

Gentleman with Hispanic accent called asking for Frank.  Frank is a fictitious name I gave 
out to a previous scammer. He said I was inquiring about flooring (not me).  He said he’s 
going to have a local contractor call me back. (2021)

Privacy issue with porch.com My name, cell phone, text and email and presumably my 
address are on a referral list that was sold to painting contractors.  I have never contacted 
porch.com, have never heard of it until Wednesday morning, February 27,2019 when I 
received multiple text messages, cell phone calls and emails.  I deleted them at first but 
they became more insistent  and I finally talked to one man who told me he had paid 
porch.com for my referral.  Later in the day, I spoke to another man who also said that he 
had paid for my contact information.    These contractors are victims of fraud and my 
private information was sold without my knowledge or approval.  The two men I spoke to 
told me that there were others with the same story as mine (2019)



Selling Leads and Sensitive Customer Data…to Anybody

Matt Ehlrichman, CNBC, 2015: 
“We’ve done a tremendous amount of work, here’s a good example, to verify licenses...we’ve across all 50 states, we’ve actually gone and done the true verification at the state level. So we know
who is licensed. Not just who is saying they are licensed. But who is truly licensed.”

Management claims to have unique data on home contractors, and they claim to verify licenses. We don’t believe this is true. Home

inspectors have pointed out in forums that anyone can pretend to be a contractor on Porch and buy leads, and many consumers have

filed formal complaints with the FTC about unlicensed contractors on PRCH.

Sources: NACHI forums, FTC FOIA request

I contacted my local BBB and found out [  ] had no business license at all, and that All Pro Landscapers is a fictitious 
company. On July 16 I sent [   ] an e-mail, asking for my money back, which he refuses to do. Porch.com, Inc. offers a 
$1000 guarantee against theft of deposit money by professionals they refer. They state that all their professional 
partners are licensed, insured, and background checked. This is patently false, as [   ] has a criminal record, no licenses, 
no actual business, and outstanding judgements. (2020)

Recent FTC Consumer Complaints Against Porch

Porch.com is a company that you sign up with and when you have a project to be done you put is out there for either a 
porch representative will call and arrange everything to have a contractor complete my job or you can choose yourself 
to pick one of the referrals that match to my project and make all the arrangements. Porch does all the background 
check to ensure the contractors that either they set up or one I chose from the referrals they recommended to me are 
licensed and insured. They have a guarantee that if something goes wrong they will back you with $1000 for any lost or 
damage that may happen when one of their contractor weather they step it up or I chose from the contractors they 
refer me to. I chose to pick my own contractor and arrange everything myself. After the work was done I asked the 
contractor about when they will inspect the deck and here we found out he never apply for permits and than when we 
went to the township office about what the contractor had done we found out he was not even licensed in PA. On 
porch.com when you choose your contractor they refer you to they have the contractor info right there saying verified 
with his license number and PA district attorney verified info. So when I call them the after finding out about the 
contractor they refer was not licensed they said they could not help me. The guarantee doesn’t apply….They won’t 
honor their guarantee as stated when I signed up. --- Consumer desired outcome: Reimburse me the cost of 5,200 that I 
paid a person they stated was a contractor and licensed in PA. (2021)

https://www.cnbc.com/video/2015/01/20/porch-secures-65-million-in-series-b-funding.html
https://forum.nachi.org/t/porch-using-my-client-info-even-though-they-have-been-directed-not-to/122182/35


Selling Leads and Sensitive Customer Data…to Anybody

Anyone can sign up as a handyman/contractor on Porch… …and access as many consumers as they want

Still today, it appears that anyone can buy leads from Porch without being vetted (like PRCH claims). 

Anybody can buy leads from PRCH (without a

license) and access customer data – name, address,

phone number, home project, etc.



Fake “Integrations?” Selling leads? 
Management claims to have built integrations with cable and utility companies. To test this, we signed up for Porch’s moving concierge service in

various large cities and used PRCH’s TV/internet dashboard. Every zip code we tried on Porch.com sent us to the cable company’s website where

we had to start the process over (enter address, compare packages, call to schedule an appointment, wait on hold, etc). We don’t see any

“integration” with Porch. In some zip codes, PRCH linked us to a 3rd party TV/internet reseller called AllConnect. Management also claims they do

not sell leads or customer information; however, after signing up for PRCH we received emails and phone call from Spectrum.

Matt Ehrlichman – March 2021:
“When companies, like inspection companies, provide their customers a moving concierge and provide us access to those customers, we really have provided a great, very warm experience for those
consumers. We give them tools, they can manage their move on their own with self-service dashboards…and it's not like we sell this consumer out as a lead…no, we've actually done the work to integrate with
all of these major service providers so that we can help consumers compare their options and provision services directly for them. So through us, they don't have to go wait on the phone with Comcast or they
don't have to go call every single insurance carrier. We'll provide them all of their choices and help provision that directly to make the move easy for those consumers.

One thing I would note, we never sell that consumer off as a lead. So that consumer is never bombarded with calls by insurance companies or moving companies or TV/Internet companies. We have done all
this integration work across these different industries…

The next day I received a call on my
personal cell phone from Spectrum sales,
and an email to my personal email
address with an offer from Spectrum.

Porch.com (here)… Sends us to cable company website… And the cable company contacts us…

https://porch.com/connect/packages


Fake “Integrations?”
Management claims to have built integrations with cable and utility companies. Below are recent emails from the Porch “concierge” team to 

consumers, where you can see there is no apparent integration with the utility companies. 



“CAC-Free”…Or Buying Leads?

Management claims to have a “CAC free” stream of customers that they can cross sell multiple services to. What

PRCH really seems to have is a low cost of acquiring homebuyer phone numbers and email addresses. Acquiring a

customer’s phone number is different from acquiring a customer. We believe PRCH is a high touch, low conversion

business and the real CAC is much higher than management claims. PRCH also reveals in filings that they purchase

3rd party leads.

Matt Ehlrichman: Mar ‘21 Investor Call
“We have very strong unit economics on the home inspection industry, 30x LTV to CAC as an example. And the reason is, is that we have typical SMB software sales in the go-to market. So that
CAC is fairly consistent with what you'd see.”

“And the fact that we meet these consumers in this CAC-free model, it gives us this really durable advantage.”

Matt Ehlrichman: Jan ‘21 M&A Call
“With Porch's CAC-free demand and our unique property data for improving pricing, we believe we will have strong long-term economic advantages.

PRCH 2021 10KQ
Selling and marketing expenses primarily consist of third-
party data leads, affiliate and partner leads, paid search and 
search engine optimization (“SEO”) costs, policy acquisition 
and other underwriting expenses, payroll, employee benefits 
and stock-compensation expense and other headcount 
related costs associated with sales efforts directed toward 
companies and consumers.

YTD 2021, PRCH has spent $61m or 63%

of Gross Profit on “Selling and

Marketing.” That is a large amount for a

company that claims to have a “CAC-free”

model. Purchasing leads from third parties

sounds to us like…CAC.



“InsureTech”…With No Insurance Analyst Coverage

Firm Rec. Price Target ($)

Analyst covers 
the insurance 

industry?
Analyst industry 

coverage

Stephens BUY 38 No Real Estate Services

Craig-Hallum BUY 34 No Internet

Cantor Fitzgerald BUY 33 No Random SPACs

Benchmark BUY 32 No Internet/Media

Oppenheimer BUY 30 No Internet

Loop BUY 30 No Software

Northland BUY 30 No Financials/ Payments

Guggenheim BUY 30 No Software

Wedbush BUY 21 No Internet

Berenberg BUY 21 No Real Estate Services

Nearly 50% of PRCH’s EBIT (pre-Corporate) is generated from insurance. It is also a core element of the bull case. Yet out of 10

sellside analysts recommending PRCH stock, not a single analyst covers the insurance industry. All 10 analysts rate PRCH stock a BUY,

and many of them recommend it as their single best idea. Credit to Matt on his ability to spin a story.

“Never invest in a 
business you cannot 

understand” 

– Warren Buffet

Source: Bloomberg



“InsureTech”…Seeking Tech

Matt Ehlrichman: Jan ‘21 M&A Call
“We are a technology company at our core and have already invested significantly in the tools to make that quoting and that binding process easy and automated for
homebuyers. And we've invested deeply in our data platform”

From Porch’s careers page (2/1/22)

These insurance businesses combine for nearly 50% of PRCH’s EBIT. While Matt

tells investors PRCH is a “tech company,” PRCH is currently searching for an

executive to run these businesses that have “limited or no software engineering staff

and limited IT operations”

Management claims to be a “technology company” and wants to be valued like an “InsureTech.” PRCH’s careers

page suggests a different story…

https://porch.com/about/careers


Competition (Which Management Doesn’t Acknowledge) Appears Better Positioned

Matt Ehrlichman – March 2021:
“So, we're very unique in the home services space. There's nobody like us with this model in this space. But it's a very similar flywheel to an OpenTable as an example where they would provide software to restaurants, get
access to the consumer, monetize the transactions and drive demand back to those companies. Fortunately for us, our TAM is just massively larger.”

Matt Ehrlichman – Jan 2021 M&A Call 
“The competitive landscape – interesting question – it’s an interesting one, just because there really isn’t anyone that’s like Porch. We really are a unique platform.”

Moving Concierge Competitors:

• Leading inspection report writing software. This is the actual software that writes reports, not Porch’s scheduling/back office 
software

• Purchased in 2017 by American Family – one of the largest US Insurance Companies  (Connect, The General, Homesite, Main 
Street America)

• Similar model to PRCH where they use leads from home inspectors to sell insurance and home security. But unlike PRCH, they 
only reach out to homebuyers who opt-in via a very transparent “opt-in” button

HomeGuage

Inspector Services 
Group

MooveGuru

Updater

• Provider of multiple services to home inspectors including home warranties and concierge services
• Run by Nathan Thornberry – a popular and successful entrepreneur in the home inspection industry

• Moving concierge service that goes to market primary thought real estate brokerages (the trusted partner for homebuyers)
• Integrated with many of the largest brokerages, accessing ~400k consumers / year and growing
• Currently raising a Series B round 

• Moving concierge. Raised $60m in November 2021 (here) and $250m to date. Added >100 employees in the last 12mo focused 
on product, design, engineering. 

• Investors include Softbank and the NAR (National Association of Realtors)
• Claims to be the market leader with >25% of moves 
• Originally focused more on multifamily vs single family moves, but backing from the NAR is very powerful as real estate agents 

are the trusted source for homebuyers

PRCH management doesn’t acknowledge competition. We believe PRCH is an imitator of many companies with the same “moving concierge” business model. Multiple competitors

appear better positioned than PRCH. HomeGuage for example is the leading inspection report writing software, owned by one of the largest insurance companies in the US. Other

competitors have relationships with real estate agents - trusted partners to homebuyers (vs PRCH trying to leverage home inspectors for leads).

https://www.homegauge.com/extracare/
https://inspectorservicesgroup.com/
https://mooveguru.com/
https://updater.com/
https://updater.com/blog/funding-2021


A Questionable “Data” Advantage for Insurance

Porch Management – Nov 2021 Earnings Call 
“We have proprietary data that helps in each of these areas: roof quality; make, model, age of appliances systems, et cetera. We are investing in our data platform and pricing teams with the goal of better personalizing
policies for each customer. This can improve margins and allow us to lower prices for the right customers accelerating growth”…“I think one of the examples we talk a lot about when we talked about loss, we talked about
both roofing. So the roof is on the surface of the home. It's a common way that a peril enters the home and we have a loss. The other is escape of water and water heaters can often be the cause of escape of water. And so
we have data about those.”

Management claims they have a unique and material advantage in underwriting insurance because of their “proprietary” data from on home

inspections. This is key to the bull case.

Matt Ehlrichman – Jan 2021 M&A Call 
First, it starts with the vertical software platform. We have early access to homebuyers at scale, which becomes CAC-free demand. And the vertical software platform also gives us unique proprietary data that no one else
has nor will be able to have. The fact that we have all of this data about home properties creates the ability for us to price insurance and understand risk better than anybody else. And actually, I would note also on that
data, it's not static data in that we get this reoccurring flow of new and refreshed data at massive scale every single month.

Matt Ehlrichman – Mar ‘21 Investor Call 
“But imagine other insurtech companies. Already on a stand-alone basis, we blow other insurtech companies out of the water there. Imagine if those insurtech companies had this CAC-free stream, this reoccurring stream of
demand of homebuyers who have to purchase insurance. Or imagine if like from the inspection report, they had the stream of property data where we know everything about the home. Like we know if the roof is old or
there's a big crack in the foundation or all the make/model serial numbers of all the appliances, if the hot water system is going to go bad soon.”



A Questionable “Data” Advantage for Insurance

➢ PRCH’s software (ISN) is not used to write home inspection reports. It is a back-office software used mostly for scheduling. The report

writing software that PRCH acquired is called PalmTech and according to industry contacts it is largely obsolete

➢ Data does not appear to “flow” through PRCH’s software like management says. Instead PRCH receives unstructured and inconsistent

PDFs of some home inspection reports

➢ Extracting / structuring data from various PDFs in a way that can be used to underwrite insurance is extremely difficult. There are

~35,000 home inspectors across the US, using a variety of report writing software that is not owned by PRCH. Some inspectors write reports in

MS Word; some take pictures while others don’t; some use specific legends and symbols; some use “thumbs up/down”

➢ PRCH has limited other data / technology. PRCH is buying legacy insurance companies with limited technology, and claiming they can turn

them into the best “insuretech.” There are lots of data points and history required to underwrite insurance. PRCH intends to grow by expanding

in new states where they have no experience underwriting insurance

ISN, PRCH’s software for home 

inspectors, is not a report writing 

software. It is a back-office 

software used mostly for 

scheduling. Inspectors pay $3.00-

$6.00 per appointment. 

Management’s claims about a data advantage appear misleading for a number of  reasons:

Source: https://www.inspectionsupport.com/features/



“Make, Model, and Serial Numbers of  Appliances”…Unlikely

Home Inspection Standards of  Practice

NACHI (International Association of  Certified Home 

Inspectors) 

3.10.IV.S. The inspector is not required to inspect appliances.

Matt Ehlrichman – Sep 2021 M&A Call 
“We have talked previously about how operating warranties to our large base of
homebuyers will be a natural and exciting fit, particularly given the unique data we
know about properties, an example being the make model serial numbers of
appliances.”

Matt Ehlrichman – Mar ‘21 Investor Call 
“Like we know if the roof is old or there's a big crack in the foundation or all the
make/model serial numbers of all the appliances”

Matt Ehrlichman’s claims Reality

Management claims they have a data advantage because home inspection reports tell them “all the make, model, serial numbers of  all 

the appliances” in a home. This claim is dubious; home inspectors are not required to record this data during a home inspection.

Source: PRCH slide from November 2021 investor presentation 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/uploads-east-1.nachi.org/page-uploads%2F2020%2F03%2F1584478818326-Home+Inspection+Standards+of+Practice.pdf


“Make, Model, and Serial Numbers of  Appliances”…Unlikely

We looked at >30 home inspection reports. Inspectors rarely record the “make, model, serial numbers” of  appliances like PRCH claims
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“Make, Model, and Serial Numbers of  Appliances”…Unlikely

We looked at >30 home inspection reports. Inspectors rarely record the “make, model, serial numbers” of appliances like PRCH claims



Roof  “Data” Appears Highly Exaggerated
We looked at >30 home inspection reports. Below are snapshots of the roof section – where PRCH claims they have a huge data advantage, but reports indicate that home 

inspectors rarely go on the roof. No reports we can find identify the actual age of the roof. Compare this to real insurance companies that use aerial roof imagery that is structured, 

scored, and usable for underwriting.  

Porch Management – Nov 2021 Earnings Call 
“I think one of the examples we talk a lot about when we talked about loss, we talked about both roofing. So the roof is on the surface of the home. It's a common way that a peril enters the home and we have a loss. The other is escape of water and water
heaters can often be the cause of escape of water. And so we have data about those.”



Roof  “Data” Appears Highly Exaggerated
Roof sections on home inspection reports provide little usable underwriting data



Roof  “Data” Appears Highly Exaggerated
Roof sections on home inspection reports provide little usable underwriting data



Using Subsidiaries For Alleged Scams – Fake Leads and Robocalling

GoSmith dba Smith is a company PRCH acquired in 2017. According to Linkedin, GoSmith is a “mobile and customer support first
company that has created a marketplace for home improvement and remodeling that is available nationwide.” All indications are
that GoSmith was/is a recycler of fake leads. The business is facing numerous lawsuits and complaints, including allegations of
robocalling in violation of federal telecommunications statutes (here)

Source: Better Business Bureau

https://www.seattletimes.com/business/real-estate/seattle-based-digital-real-estate-firms-porch-com-redfin-are-each-hit-with-lawsuits/


Porch Employees Tell the Story

Oct 2021 – Customer Service Manager
Do not work for this company. It has shady business practices and treat their customers like dirt. They have zero
empathy and steal money from customers regardless of the situation. This place is bound to fail.

Jun 2021 – Product Manager
The organization isn't that transparent. They haven't always done a good job of committing to products and seeing
them through. There's a lot of tech debt, and a lot of systems that nobody understands because the people that built
them are gone.

Jun 2021 – Licensed Insurance Agent
The way they get leads make customers think you are a scammer thus hard to make sales...very cold leads usually

May 2021 – Local Market Specialist
Company Direction Always Changing; Lack of (perceived) stability; Disorganization Within the Company

Feb 2021 – Account Manager
Cons: Management, salary/pay, lack of product communication, selling dreams (when they had a sales team...)

Sep 2020 – Customer Service
Very poor lead support. No support for upset customers, the lead will put off the customer complaint until they
become extremely upset and keep calling

Sep 2020 – Manager
Senior managers are unlicensed, no experience selling. Cold, fake, suspicious, vindictive.

Jul 2020 – Software Engineer
3 Financial controllers and 3 heads of legal in less than 12 months. The entire finance organization has quit and been
replaced due to shady practices and pressure from management to bend the rules, they have been through 3 VPs of
legal in the past year.

Jul 2020 – Anonymous
Porch doesn't have a distinct product. M&A (i.e. buying income) keeps Porch afloat
Porch laid off US based sales team in lieu of Mexico/Costa Rica based reps
Advice to Management: Spin less plates. Focus on having a product and purpose. Listen to the feedback from these
reviews.

Jul 2020 – Engineer
A fallen house of cards. Stay far far away from this company and its leadership, the only thing they are good at is playing
smoke and mirrors and they haven't even pulled that off lately. Google the company name and see the open lawsuits and
read the legal claims. No one I know who has recently left or plans to leave ASAP plans on buying their stock or considers
the RSU's of any value enough to be a real compensation metric, so that should tell you about their outlook.

Jul 2020 – Software Engineer
Seattle engineering is a ghost town. Just look at the other one-star reviews. Every way and everywhere you look at Porch
there are rampant issues. The software engineering organization has been losing senior engineers, key leaders and
managers at a continually increasing pace. I'm no longer confident that Porch has enough of the right people to even
meet their goals. Not that they ever could. The dizzying pace of pivoting and chasing new money makers, has created a
product and engineering organization that is overworked and spread ridiculously thin. The majority of the remaining key
engineering talent is bogged down supporting dozens of services, product lines and business asks. Porch lacks the money
and focus to keep strong people at the company. The furlough, toxic salary plans and layoffs are just symptoms of a
senior leadership team that had every opportunity to succeed and squandered it at every chance. Instead, they have
transformed an organization filled with innovation and optimism into a spam call agency that crosses the line of ethical
business practices.

June 2020 – Technical Support
Poor leadership, lots of egos. No transparency, empty promises.

May 2020 – Engineer
Usustainable business. Scummy business model/practices, Most of the talent has jumped ship.

May 2020 – Anonymous
Shady business practices pushed by upper management that really messed with my moral compass as a young
professional on a daily basis.

Sources: Glassdoor.com

Recent employee comments highlight allegedly unethical business practices, cold leads, the spam call center nature of the business, regulatory

concerns about the use of outsourced contractors in Mexico, and turnover in key finance and legal roles. Matt has run a similar playbook for the

last 15 years of his career – rollup low quality assets, invest little in integration and product development, keep expanding the TAM and the

pitch to investors. For a small company with ~400 full time employees, the volume, consistency, and specificity of recent reviews are surprising.

Porch Employee Reviews 



Porch Employees Tell the Story

May 2020 – Local Market Specialist
Not the dream they sold me when hired.
You're lied to in training about where leads come from
They're slowly outsourcing jobs to Mexico
They don't hire by company values, I heard things come out of people's mouths that I could sue over
A LOT of money is made off of FAKE LEADS unnecessarily since they train you to sell to just about anyone as long as
they aren't felons
Advice: Fix the product and only sell it to those who can actually benefit from it.

Apr 2020 – Sales
C level executives can have their head in the clouds. They need to listen to the people who talk to customers all day
long and get their thoughts before making massive pivots.

Apr 2020 – New Home Sales Consultant
Shady business practices.
CEO doesnt care about his people.
Unstable work environment.
Company doesn’t care about American jobs outsources its staff out of Mexico due to staff there being paid a fraction
of American employees and Mexican workers are contractors with no benefits.
Sensitive customer information such as social security numbers being taken over the phone by agents in Mexico
working out of their homes with no way of securing sensitive information.

Mar 2020 – Sr. Software Engineer
Huge disconnects between teams and poor communication
Project completion and delivery is often a battle. The testing / release process is a mess.

Feb 2020 – New Home Sales Greeter / Assistant
Don’t work here. They are shady, never consistent and don’t live to their values they preach so much

Feb 2020 – Anonymous
They will tell you it is a customer service sales job. What it really is, is cold calling telemarketing.

Jan 2020 – Project Manager
An appalling place to work. A mercenary organization just trying to pump customers and contractors through it's sales
funnel to keep the lights on. It doesn't offer value to anybody.

Jan 2020 – Software Engineer
Poor product and code quality. Worst code base I have ever touched. Other reviews that mention poor quality and
moving slowly are 100% accurate

Dec 2019 – Anonymous
The recent review stating the CEO needs an executive coach couldn’t be more accurate. I wanted to give him the benefit of
the doubt as there is no doubt he’s under stress with the current trajectory of the company, but he was the iceberg that
struck the Titanic. Additionally, I’ve unfortunately seen him go through 3 EA’s during my time - each one I’ve repeatedly
heard he has berated and made cry on multiple occasions. We get it, you’re stressed but taking it out on your team and not
hiring real HR to clean up the toxic culture you allow is shady (and most of your employees think you’re an anti-social jerk).
The 3+ years I worked at Porch was a continual revolving door with multiple stressful layoffs and people jumping ship.
As much as I love some of the sales team members, the culture is like watching reruns of “Workaholics”. Caffeine pill
bottles, frequent vape breaks, put-put golf down every aisle and bad EDM/Rap music playing loudly ALL DAY LONG so all
prospects and customers can undoubtedly hear. In their defense, it may be necessary to sell the product (the product is a
mess in case you were wondering).

Dec 2019 – Anonymous
CEO doesn’t care deeply about his employees, just the bottom line. He’s aggressive to the point of being very off putting,
questionable ethics, and reactive. Many good people leave because they’re underpaid.

Feb 2019 – Local Market Specialist
Selling an idea, not a real product. We are forced to sell a dream and the service is constantly changing where the customer
always seems confused. You're basically trying to squeeze out pennies from most of your potential customers that end up
getting mad and cancelling the service right away. No accountability from the company results in the sellers losing any kind
of commission from the sale. At this point it's almost laughable. The higher ups are always promising that a better product
is coming with no follow through. High expectations with an unrealistic strategy.

Jan 2019 – Sales Associate
Very very stressful environment and threatened daily on losing job if you don't strong arm some poor contractor into
buying something that will not work for them. The company fails to take accountability for poor product blaming the client
instead.

Jan 2019 – Sales Associate
The execution is horrible. The company has lost its focus on it customers and its team.

Oct 2018 – Anonymous
Felt like you were forced to sell a dream, not a product

Oct 2018 – Sales Associate
Difficult product to sell. A lot of competitors in the space. Dealing w disgruntled customers is par for the course

Oct 2018 – Seattle Team Member
At times, confusion... in general, as to how we approach the mission at hand. Porch is multifaceted and has so many moving
parts that keeping up is impossible. Product updates, teams, strategy and important details are often lost in
delivery/translation. As stated above, there are teams that never interact and a dizzying/mysterious product suite.

Source: Glassdoor.com

Porch Employee Reviews 



Contractors Tell The Story…To The FTC
Some contractors are upset enough with PRCH to file a formal complaint with the FTC. Below are a few of  the recent complaints we

learned of  via a FOIA request. 

I am a registered Contractor with Porch.com.  They are an on-line construction referral business 
originated in Seattle, WA.  I have used their subscription/referral service for over 5 years.  I am having 
serious issues with trying to close the account.  I cannot do it online.  They say to call the general 
phone number to talk to a representative.  I have tried that 4 times, only to have the line go dead 
after giving them my company name.  I have written them via email only to be told a representative 
will call me at some time.  If they call, they do not come through the Porch phone system, so my cell 
phone may list them as Spam.  I do not answer those calls.  This is an issue as I don’t see any other 
way to get my account closed.  They are making it very difficult, if not impossible to close the account.
(2021)

I paid for a lead generation company Porch.com and paid them $4842.00. They are unresponsive-
phone lines are either busy, do not reply to emails, or texts.  When I have contacted them last night, 
they said there is a “bug” and we dont know why and cant fix it.  Someone from out support team 
needs to get involved.  Then no one contacts me.  I was told this 2x now. (2021)

Sources: FTC FOIA request

I was emailed on 01/20/2020 stating a new account had been opened for me on Porch.com.  I never 
opened an account nor have had any interaction with this company or service and did not authorize 
an account be opened and my information stored on their systems or servers.  I responded to porch 
customer service immediately and asked for my information to be removed to which i was informed 
my mailing address would be removed from the mailing list.  Even though I never requested an 
account be opened per the published privacy policy my information will never be removed from their 
systems, this I believe to be fraudulent collection of personal information. (2020)

Hello my name is [  ] I am a licensed contractor in the state of California, has been hired Porch to 
provide me with valid leads meaning to place me in front of home owners that looking to get 
remodeling project done. I’ve been working with plenty of other similar platforms like Google, Yelp 
Houzz, Networx, Home Advisor and etc. While all the other companies provided us with high-quality 
leads, Porch simply didn’t, the last valid lead that we got from them was close to 4 months ago, and 
nothing ever since, in addition last Friday they charge me for a lead that’s not in my area and he 
doesn’t shows on my dashboard, meaning they stole $32 of my money without any reason, when I 
spoke with him on Friday, August 21 they would say they will look into that, and when I spoke with 
him today August 25th they say they cannot find nothing about it. I’ve been trying to reason with him 
several times but unfortunately with no success, and I’m pretty adamant about giving my money back. 
Instead they always offer store credit when I can buy lid from them even though they don’t have any 
leads to offer (see attached), I would really appreciate your intervention in helping me getting my 
money back, I feel like I’m a victim of a scam. Regardless every time I call them to cancel my account
they saying that the supervisor can only cancel and one will call me but they never do, today was the 
first time that I was able to get a supervisor and cancel my account but still they refuse to pay me my 
money back. Please help. (2020)

Porch e-mailed me a lead to solicit $50 for information about a consumer looking to build a project. I 
logged onto the site and agreed to pay the $50 for the info. They then posted the fraudulent info of 
123 main street as address, a phone # that goes through their portal and has no answer, and no other 
contact info except for a message through their portal to contact other person. I followed protocol. 
Paid the $50, called twice, and sent 2 messages with no answers. I requested a refund after disclosing 
to them that the info was bad or fraudulent and they refused. This is fraud and extortion and not the 
first time this has happened to me or the other thousands of service people looking for work. My 
question to you is: When are you going to do something about it? (2021)

Sept of 2020 a rep from Porch sold me a leads program for $360 and after 6 weeks of no leads and 
being unable to contact anyone at Porch I asked my bank to refund that $360 which they did. I have 
since retired and have had no contact with Porch until I saw a $360 charge from my bus acct on 
9/8/21. I have not been able to reach Porch by phone as there is msg to leave a msg and they will get 
back to you, except they do not. Emails have not been effective. Yesterday I asked my bank to refund 
the money to me and they did conditionally. I want it to be permanent. (2021)

Consumer agreed with Porch.com that they would pay for leads from qualified and actively interested 
prospects that their sales people could talk with, meet and pitch their business. Consumer said that 
has never occurred, they now believe Porch.com is an ongoing criminal enterprise. The leads that they 
send to them are from people who have never heard of Porch.com or their business or who had no 
interest in connecting to builders. Consumer have tried to complain, to be refunded, they deny them, 
saying that their refund request did not align with their rules. Consumers have asked Lowes to 
intervene since they show Porch.com on their website. (2017)



Questionable Customer Service
PRCH sells complex financial products to consumers yet has no phone number on their “contact us” page. Recent customer complaints 

filed with the Washington State Attorney General (obtained via FOIA) reveal that Porch in fact “does not have a direct number” for 

customers to call. 

Porch.com/about/contact Customer Complaint (Washington State AG)

Source: Washington State Attorney General

This number sends us to an answering 
service. Google shows a number of
robocall complaints about this phone 
number



Revenue Guidance Moves Higher…but Profit Guidance Moves Lower

Matt Ehlrichman, Benchmark Investor Call (1/7/22)
“We are 5 for 5 on beating our revenue guidance! We are selling more modules, driving up revenue, and getting access to more consumers.”

Since the SPAC, Porch has 

consistently lowered profit 

expectations lower, despite adding 

significant revenue. 

Bulls view PRCH’s revenue 

progress and consistent beats as 

evidence the busines is working.

2021 Guidance Progression

Date Given

Oct '20 

SPAC 

Jan '21 

M&A Call

Q4'21 

Earnings

Q1 '21 

Earnings

Q2 '21 

Earnings

Sep '21 

M&A Call

3Q '21 

Earnings

2021E 

Revenue 
120$         175$         175$         178$         184$         188$         195$         

2021E         

Adj. EBITDA*
7              (23)            (23)            (23)            (27)            (28)            (29)            

% margin 5.8% (13.0%) (13.0%) (13.0%) (14.5%) (15.0%) (15.0%)

*using the midpoint if range was provided

Source: Guidance from PRCH press releases and call transcripts

Bulls are impressed by PRCH’s track record of revenue beats since coming public, and management likes to

highlight this. However, since the SPAC, PRCH has consistently lowered adjusted profit metrics – despite adding

enormous amounts of revenue through acquisitions.



Questionable Definitions of  Profit “Growth”

Reality

$ millions 2019 2020 2021E

Revenue 78         73         195       

Adj. EBITDA (37)        (18)        (29)        

% margin (47%) (24%) (15%)

Losing more $ while adding huge amounts of  revenue is 

not how scale works

3Q ‘21 Earnings Presentation (here)

Management talks about “improving margins” and profit “growth,” and shows charts where margin %s appear to be

improving. In reality, PRCH will lose more money in 2021 vs 2020, despite adding huge amounts of revenue.

https://d1io3yog0oux5.cloudfront.net/_e81137ef0c25e9df2424af150050bf8d/porchgroup/db/1086/9769/pdf/Porch+Earnings+Presentation+-+Q3+2021.pdf


We Believe PRCH is Worth Between $0 and $5.80 per Share

Our $5.80 price target on PRCH is a “bull case” scenario that assumes PRCH can eventually make money and avoid

regulatory scrutiny. We believe PRCH is a high touch, low conversion business and the company does not make money

despite outsourcing their core concierge service to a call center in Mexico staffed with independent contractors. PRCH also

recently took on meaningful debt.

Our “bull case” price target assumes a valuation for PRCH nearly 2.5x PRCH’s latest private market valuation 

PRCH Valuation

2021 Revenue pro-forma for M&A 226          From management (3Q '21 Earnings call)

Less: 2021 Managed Services Revenue (43)          Excluding this gross revenue which contributes little/no gross profit, likely negative EBIT

"Real" 2021 Revenue pro-forma for M&A 183          

Organic 2022 Revenue growth 30% Assuming management's target

2022 Revenue before additional M&A 238          

Plus: CSE Revenue (annualized) 25            Dislosed with CSE acquisition, expected to close in 3Q22

2022 "real" Revenue run-rate 263          

Revenue multiple 3.1x SOTP multiple build on next slide

Enterprise Value 808          

Less: Net debt (133)        $2m net cash at 9/30/21 + $136m for Floify and CSE acquisistions that close after 9/30/21

Less: 4q21+2022 cash burn (50)          

Equity Value 625$        Floify + CSE revenue included in pro-forma estimates above

Diluted share count 108          97.5m FDSOs as of 9/30 + 5.1m options + 1.0m RSUs + 4.1m Earnout shares

Price Target 5.80$       

downside (45%)



We Believe PRCH is Worth Between $0 and $5.80 per Share

In our “bull case,” we value PRCH using a revenue multiple derived from a SOTP of the different lines of business, as outlined below.

As discussed, we question whether the business can sustainably generate a profit, and we believe the company has meaningful regulatory

risks that are not contemplated in these multiples.

PRCH Revenue mix, pro-forma for announced M&A (3Q'21)

Revenue Source

Q3 Revenue 

($ m)

% of  

Total Description

Revenue 

Multiple

Traditional insurance (1) 16                    23%

Traditional homeowners insurance companies that PRCH 

acquired for ~2x revenue (HOA and CSE). Attempting to 

grow in new states

2.5x

Handyman and moving 

services (2)

14                    20%
Low/negative gross margin business ("Managed Services") 

where PRCH is recognizing gross pass through revenue
0.0x

"Software and 

Subscription" (3)

13                    18%

Mix of assets of various quality with limited disclosure. ISN, 

PRCH's crown jewel, does <$10m in annual revenue (our 

estimate). Floify does $10m in annual revenue

4.5x

Insurance brokerage (4) 9                      13%
Insurance broker. Primary research indicates these are high 

touch, low conversion leads (strucutrally low margin)
4.0x

Consumer marketing 5                      7%

V12. PRCH paid 1.0x Revenue in January 2021. V12 CEO 

was supposed to stay on and run this but left a few months 

later, leaving his $6m earnout on the table

1.0x

Other (mostly lead gen) 13                    19%

Lead gen for home professional (plumbers, roofers, 

electricians) and home security companies. Also a small home 

warranty business

2.5x

Revenue (pro-forma) 72                    100% 2.5x

Target Revenue multiple, excluding Managed Services 3.1x


